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Abstract. Place names are not justmarkers to identify a particular spacebut reflect
changes in social, historical, and environmental perceptions. This also applies to
the name of the village, which is not only an administrative marker but reflects
the culture of the community. One of them is the name of the village that uses
the plant lexicon as a reference. This study aims to describe the plant lexicon
as a reference for village names which is an appreciation of the Madurese com-
munity for their environment. The data of this research are all names of villages
in Bangkalan Regency. Data collection used the documentation method and the
equivalent method was conducted to analyse the data. The results of this study are
the use of the plant lexicon as a reference in naming villages in BangkalanRegency
is an appreciation of the Madurese community for the natural surroundings. This
is based on the structure of the village name in the form of words and phrases.
Both structures use the plant lexicon as their core. The plant lexicon that is used
as a reference for village naming is plants that have social and religious functions
in the Madurese community in Bangkalan and plants that are widely distributed
on the island of Madura.
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1 Introduction

For theMadurese community, the name of the village is not just an administrativemarker,
but reflects the culture of the community. This is in line with Botolv who stated that place
names are social markers of a group, memory, and collective identity [1]. Huldén in [1],
regardless of etymology, names and places are shared property, thus place names are
markers of social solidarity; the more names that are shared with others, the stronger the
solidarity with them will be.

Place names are not just markers that identify a particular space but reflect changes in
social, historical, and environmental perceptions [2]. The name of the place is studied in
toponym, namely the study of names based on geographical aspects. In its development,
toponymy studies need to be involved with critical theory about space and landscape [3].
This needs to be done because these two things are key aspects of cultural inheritance
which are reflected in toponymy [3]. Thus, the study of toponymy can reveal a lot
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about language, values and beliefs of a community, environment, economy, and history,
because these linguistic elements reflect the basic relationship between people and their
place of residence and their encyclopedic knowledge of the area [2].

Geographical names—place names—are divided into four by the United Nations
Group of Experts on Geographical Names (UNGEGN), namely a) population places,
such as cities and villages; b) civil/administrative divisions such as states and districts; c)
construction features (built), such as roads and dams; d) areas of local significance, such
as fishing areas and cultural sites [4]. Structurally, geographical names as proposed by
UNGEGN [4] can have different grammatical and semantic properties [5]. Geographic
names (place names) can be in the form of phrases,monomorphemic, polymorphemic, or
compound forms [5]. Geographic names can also have special morphological structures
that refer to geographical places [5] and [6]. Geographic names are separated from the
general lexicon because the lexicon does not have to have a meaning but has a reference;
differs from the general lexicon because the meaning contained in a geographical name
does not necessarily have to match its use [5].

Studies on village names have been conducted before [7, 8]. The study focuses on
the problem of identifying names, categories of meaning, and cultural values. Cultural
values are seen from the embodiment in toponymy. In addition to this study, there is
also a toponymy study that focuses on a spatial perspective that examines the names
of villages which are places of migration of Sundanese and Javanese ethnic groups [9];
and a toponymy study that focuses on a terrestrial perspective [10]. The study of place
names is based on topographical elements in the form of geospatial information [10].

One of the things that is used as a reference in naming Madurese villages is the
plant lexicon. There are many villages that use plant names to name their villages, for
example Pandan Lanjang ’long pandan’ and Nyor Manes ’sweet coconut’. The use of
plants as village names is certainly not done just like that, but has a certain meaning for
the Madurese community. Based on that, this study aims to describe the plant lexicon
as a reference for village names which is an appreciation of the Madurese community
for the environment.

2 Methods

The data source of this study was the Bangkalan Regency government document which
includes all the names of villages in Bangkalan Regency as well as informants. The
research data were village names in Bangkalan Regency using plant names. Methods
of data collection used the method of documentation and interviews. The equivalent
method was conducted to analyse the data.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 The Structure of Village Name

Village names in Bangkalan Regency use the Madurese language, but the writing uses
the Indonesian writing system with writing adjustments. Pandhan Lanjhang village, for
example, is not written using dh and jh to indicate the aspirate sound after the plosive
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Table 1. The Structure of Village Names

No Village name Structure

1 Sobih sobih

2 Perreng perreng

3 pesalakan pe-an + salak

4 durinan durin + an

5 banangkah baba + nangkah

6 Alas kembang alas + kembang

7 Durin barat durin + barat

Table 2. Plant Lexicon as a Reference for Village Names

No Plant lexicon Village name

1 fruit Durin ‘durian’,
Jambuh ‘guava’,
Pesalakan ‘salak’

2 tree Panjalinan ‘rattan’
Bringen ‘banyan’

3 plant parts Kajuanak ‘little wood’

4 grass/shrub Pandanan ‘pandan’
Pakes ‘fern’

5 flower mor kembhang ‘flower well’

voice consonant but still uses d and l to make Pandan Lanjang Village. Even so, the
Madurese still pronounce it according to the phonological structure of the Madurese
language.

The structure of the village name in this study means the lingual structure that forms
the village name using the plant lexicon as a reference. The structure of the village name
consists of two patterns, namely the name of the village in the form of one word and
the name of the village in the form of a phrase. Village names in the form of one word
consist of two patterns, namely words consisting of one basic morpheme and the second
pattern, there are words consisting of basic and boundmorphemes. In the second pattern,
morphophonemic processes also occur in the naming of the village. The second structure
of the village name is the village name in the form of a phrase. The name of the village
in the form of a phrase with a core pattern of phrases and attributes. The first word is
the core of the phrase, while the second word is the attribute. An example of this can be
seen in Table 1.

Data (1) and (2) in Table 1 are examples of village names in the form of one word.
Sobih ‘name of a bulbous plant’ and perreng ‘bamboo tree’ are names of plants in the
form of one word. There are no additional affixes or morphological processes found in
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these two examples. This is different from examples (3), (4) and (5). Durinan comes
from the morpheme durin ‘durian’ which is attached to the suffix -an to form durin. The
addition of the -an suffix also occurs in other forms, for example, the panjalinan formed
from the panjalin ‘rattan’ and the -an suffix, and the pandanan formed from the pandan
‘pandan’ and the -an suffix. In the Madurese language, the suffix -an functions to form a
noun that states a place. In addition to the addition of suffixes, village names with plant
references are also formed by adding confixes. This can be seen in example (4) pe-an +
salak → pesalakan.

Based on the distribution, the addition of the suffix -an tends to occur in the formation
of village names compared to other affixes.

the name of the village in example (5) is formed from the contraction of two mor-
phemes, namely baba ‘bottom’ and nangkah ‘jackfruit’. In this contraction, one of the
syllables in baba is removed so that it becomes banangkah. It also happens in other
forms, for example:

(7) baba + nyior ‘coconut tree’ → banyior
(8) kampong ‘village’ + pao ‘mango’ → kampao
Examples (6) and (7) are village names with phrase patterns. There are two forms

in this pattern. First, the name of the plant as the core of the phrase. It can be seen in
example (7), durin ‘durian’ is the core of the phrase, while barat ‘west’ is the attribute.
In addition to example (7), such a pattern can also be seen in examples (9) and (10)
below.

(9) nyor ‘coconut’ + manes ‘manis’ → nyor manes
(10) pandan ‘pandan’ + lanjang ‘long’ → pandan lanjang
In examples (9) and (10), the names of the nyor and pandan are the core of the

phrase, while manes and lanjang are the attributes that function to explain the core of
the phrase. In this pattern, the phrase attribute in the village name consists of two. First,
an attribute in the form of a direction, for example timur ‘east’ and barat ‘west’ (see
example (7)). Second, attributes that describe the core nature of the phrase, for example
manes ‘sweet’, lanjang ‘long’ (see examples (9) and (10)).

Second, the name of the plant as an attribute. It can be seen from example (6). The
core of the example phrase is the alas ‘forest’, while the kembang ‘flower’ is the attribute.
This pattern can be seen in the following examples (11) and (12).

(11) karang ‘coral’ + pao ‘mango’ → karang pao
(12) mor ‘well’ + kembhang ‘flower’ → mor kembhang
Based on examples (11) and (12), the name of the plant that is used as a reference

as the name of the village is positioned as an attribute that functions to explain the core
of the phrase. In this pattern, the core of the phrase tends to be an object, such as a rock,
a well, a village.

Based on two village naming patterns in the form of phrases, plant names tend to
be positioned as the core of the phrase. It can be seen from the distribution. The names
of plants that are the core of the phrase in the village name are more than the names
of plants that are attributes. This shows that plant names tend to be the main focus in
naming villages in Bangkalan Regency. It is also supported by the distribution of the
village name structure. Village names in the form of onewordmore than village names in
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the form of phrases. The village name in the form of one word tends to have a combined
pattern of basic and bound morphemes that undergo a morphophonemic process.

Based on this explanation, there is a special morphological structure that refers to
geography. In line with [5] and [6], the structure of the village name uses plants as its
reference, which meaning is not always the same as the lexical meaning in general.

3.2 Plant Lexicon as a Village Name: Madurese Community Appreciation
for the Environment

Plants that are used as references in naming villages in Bangkalan Regency consist
of names of plants, fruits, flowers, grass/shrubs, and parts of plants. It can be seen in
Table 2.

Based on the lexical plants used as village names, the most frequently used reference
in naming villages is durian ‘durian’. There are four villages that use the name durian
and its variations, namely Durinan Village, Durin Barat Village, Durin Timur Village,
and Rongdurin Village. The naming of the village is not a coincidence but is related to
the environment in Bangkalan Regency. There is a local durian tree which is a typical
durian from Bangkalan, as well as a village that produces the typical durian. Thus, it
can be said that the durian tree has cultural affinity with the Madurese community. The
same thing is also found in the reference to guava, mango, and coconut as village names.
In Madurese culture, guava and mango are not only fruits, but are often used as food
ingredients for theMadurese, for example rojek ‘salad’ and sambal pencit ‘sambal made
from young mangoes’. Thus, in addition to many guava trees and mango trees, the fruit
of these two trees also has more functions than other fruits. This also applies to pandanus
‘pandan leaves’ which are often used as food fragrances. There are two villages that use
pandanus as a reference, namely Pandan Lanjang Village and Pandanan Village.

Somewhat different from before, the reference to coconut as a village name is due to
the geographical conditions of Madura Island—including Bangkalan—which consists
of many beaches, which tend to be overgrown with coconut trees. The same thing is also
found in the reference to pesalakan, mor kembhang, and shrubs. Pesalakan village, for
example, pesalakan as the name of the village due to the existence of a large salak garden
in the area. Another example is Sobih Village. The word Sobih comes from sobik ‘bulb
plant’. The name of the village is based on sobik, which used to be a source of food for
the Madurese community.

Next, the banyan tree is also often referred to in naming villages in Bangkalan
Regency. For the Madurese, the banyan tree has a religious function. This can be seen
from the laying of offerings of ‘food/flowers/fruits served to spirits’ at the bottom of
the banyan tree. Although the majority of the Madurese are Muslim, the practice of
such beliefs still occurs today. Therefore, the banyan tree has its own function for the
Madurese community, especially in ancient times, when most Madurese people still
adhere to animism.

In line with [1] and [2], the use of plants as a reference in naming villages does
not necessarily occur, but is based on two things. First, the plants referred to as village
names are plants that have certain functions in Madurese culture. Religious functions,
community social functions—for example as food ingredients—are two functions that
tend to be represented in village names in Bangkalan Regency. That means the name
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of the village also represents Madurese culture. Second, the plants referred to as village
names are plants that tend to grow in the area’s environment. These plants can be in
the form of plants that grow on the island of Madura, for example coconut trees and
bamboo so that there are village names such as Banyior Village, Nyor Manes Village,
and there are two villages with the same name, namely Perreng village ‘bamboo village’.
These two functions indicate that the plant lexicon as a reference in naming villages in
Bangkalan Regency represents the Madurese community’s appreciation of the natural
surroundings.

4 Conclusion

Based on the results of data analysis, it can be concluded that the use of the plant
lexicon as a reference in naming villages in Bangkalan Regency is an appreciation of
the Madurese community for the natural surroundings. This is based on the following
two findings. First, village naming in Bangkalan Regency which uses a plant lexicon
as a reference has a name structure in the form of words and phrases. The structure
of the name in the form of words uses the plant lexicon as the name of the village.
The name of the village can be derived from the basic morpheme or a combination of
basic morphemes and other morphemes that undergo morphological/morphophonemic
processes. The structure of the name in the form of a phrase consists of a core phrase and
attributes. The plant lexicon tends to be at the heart of the phrase in the village name.
Second, the use of the plant lexicon as a reference in naming villages is based on the
function of these plants in the socio-cultural activities of the Madurese community and
based on geographical or natural aspects (the distribution of these plants on the island
of Madura).
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